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This is dedicated to the people who
are bullying each other and don't
know the magnitude to which this

affects other people. 
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On a stormy day, Spider man is trying to get Phoebe to
come to him but she wasn’t listening. He said, “ they’re
going to bully you.” Phoebe is spider man's friend and

now officially lives with him. Phoebe is a dog.
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Phoebe listened to Spider man and went back to his
house and she was feeling safe once she got there.

Phoebe is safe and sound from the dangerous people
There was a landslide after heavy rain but nothing was

damaged and no one was hurt.
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Spider man doesn’t want to fight the enemies but
they're bullying other people. Darth Vader doesn’t want

to either so Darth Vader said on the phone to Spider
man, “we're not fighting the enemies.” While on the

phone to Darth Vader, Spider man said, “I know we're
not fighting them but we're sending a message to be

kind and not bully.” 
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Boom, buildings are falling apart because people are
not showing respect to the city. Spider man is going to
send a message to the people that are bullying other
people and to show some respect when he gets there.

Once spider man finished his sentence, someone 
 randomly punched him.
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Spider man was really hurt when he got punched, then
they started to bully again. Spider man couldn’t send
the message and then more people started to bully

other people. Spider man is looking after Phoebe while
he is recovering from the punch that the person did.
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Darth Vader came to the bullying people and he
said, “stop arguing and be kind”. Everyone

listened to him and started being kind to one
another.

Someone tried to hurt Darth Vader but he
jumped over the person.
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He walked away and was being kind to lots of people by
saying hello.
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2 years later,
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There was an earthquake that shocked
everyone in the city and it was a

magnitude greater than seven point
zero (magnitude is how strong the

earthquake is). The earthquake
injured fifteen people and the tsunami

injured eight hundred people.
Buildings were crashing down, people

getting injured, buildings falling on
other buildings, glass breaking, people
trapped in buildings and space wasted. 
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There were no hospitals in the city because they were
all smashed down. People from the hospital fell off their

hospital bed but didn’t hurt themselves much more. 
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It was night time at 6 pm and people were left crying
that their whole family were injured and it’s only them

in their family for a while.
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Some people said, “I’m going somewhere where there is
the least earthquakes while some people are having

dinner.
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Most people were friends again and said “what
happened to your family?” They said, “they were injured

by the tsunami and I can't see them in a while.”
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They wished there wasn’t a beach near us so there
wasn’t any tsunamis. People were stuck in the sand and

couldn’t get out so people helped them out.
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Phoebe, Spider man and Darth
Vader were looking out for each
other and that’s how they didn't

get injured.
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They wished that there were no tsunamis in this city.
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About the author, 
My name is Justin and I am from Victoria. 

There are irresponsible people in the world and I
thought of a book that people can change from

irresponsible to responsible in life.
In my spare time, I try to think about books that can

change the world. 
I searched up on google what is the strongest

earthquake in the world and it was in Alaska with a
magnitude of nine point five. That's how I thought
about this book because people are shocked about

magnitudes over seven.





Spider man, Darth Vader and Phoebe are just
friends but what will they do to make the people

stop bullying each other and don't damage money. 


